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Responses to both potentially traumatic events and other significant life stressors have been shown
to conform to discrete patterns of response such as resilience, anticipatory stress, initial distress
with gradual recovery, and chronic distress. The etiology of these trajectories is still unclear.
Individual differences in levels of negative and positive emotion are believed to play a role in
determining risk and resilience following traumatic exposure. In the current investigation, we
followed police officers prospectively from academy training through 48 months of active duty,
assessing levels of distress every 12 months. Using latent class growth analysis, we identified 4
trajectories closely conforming to prototypical patterns. Furthermore, we found that lower levels
of self-reported negative emotion during academy training prospectively predicted membership in
the resilient trajectory compared with the more symptomatic trajectories following the initiation of
active duty, whereas higher levels of positive emotion during academy training differentiated
resilience from a trajectory that was equivalently low on distress during academy training but
consistently grew in distress through 4 years of active duty. These findings emerging from a
prospective longitudinal design provide evidence that resilience is predicted by both lower levels
of negative emotion and higher levels of positive emotion prior to active duty stressor exposure.
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Police work is characterized by frequent exposure to potentially traumatic events (PTEs)
against a background of high levels of routine work stress. Officers are regularly exposed to
a variety of PTEs, including threat of injury or death to themselves, their colleagues, and
people in the communities they serve (Marmar et al., 2006; Weiss et al., 2010), as well as to
routine work environment stressors such as long shifts with irregular hours, discrimination,
and inadequate resources (Liberman et al., 2002). Both PTEs and routine work stressors
have been shown to place officers at increased risk for stress-related psychopathology
including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD; Maguen et al., 2009; Marmar et al., 2006),
depression (Wang et al., 2010), sleep disturbances (Neylan et al., 2002), anxiety,
somatization, alcohol abuse, aggressive behavior (Gershon, Lin, & Li, 2002), and increased
rates of cardiovascular and gastrointestinal disorders, divorce, and suicide (Axelbend &
Vaile, 1979; Violanti, 1995).
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Despite these increased risks, the majority of officers appear to adapt well to repeated
stressor exposure, a minority develop significant PTSD symptoms but are able to recover
over time, and a smaller group demonstrates stable or even increasing symptoms over time
(Galatzer-Levy, Madan, Neylan, Henn-Haase, & Marmar, 2011). These findings are highly
consistent with a growing body of research on prospective patterns of response to both PTEs
and other stressful life events. This literature suggests that people cluster into discrete
prototypical patterns, with the largest group being asymptomatic or having very low
symptoms over time, a pattern designated as resilience (Bonanno, 2004). Other commonly
observed patterns include recovery (a variable period of symptomatic distress followed by
remission) and chronic distress (high levels of symptoms that do not abate over time). When
the stressor is anticipated, a pattern characterized by high pre-event stress that declines
following the event is also observed (Bonanno, 2004). These patterns have been observed in
response to events as varied as terrorist attacks (Bonanno, Rennicke, & Dekel, 2005),
disease epidemics (Bonanno et al., 2008), traumatic physical injuries (deRoon-Cassini,
Mancini, Rusch, & Bonanno, 2010), parental response to serious injury of a child (Le
Brocque, Hendrikz, & Kenardy, 2010), deployment to war zones (Dickstein, Suvak, Litz, &
Adler, 2010), and traumatic loss (Bonanno, Wortman, & Nesse, 2004), and have been
observed in response to significant life stressors including breast cancer diagnosis (Lam et
al., 2010), job loss (Galatzer-Levy, Bonanno, & Mancini, 2010), childbirth (Galatzer-Levy,
Mazursky, Mancini, & Bonanno, 2011), and bereavement (Bonanno, Wortman, & Nesse,
2004; Galatzer-Levy & Bonanno, 2012). The above findings are compelling; however, the
factors accounting for symptom severity trajectories are only beginning to be understood.
The role of emotion has emerged as a key theoretical candidate in understanding healthy
versus mal-adaptive patterns of adaptation because emotions are widely assumed to have
evolved to promote survival in the face of environmental adversities (Darwin, 1872; Ekman,
1993; Keltner & Haidt, 1999).
Emotion appears to play an important role in adaptation following exposure to a stressor.
Negative emotions such as fear, anxiety, and anger often lead to autonomic nervous system
arousal leading to increased heart rate, vasoconstriction, and increased blood pressure
(Fredrickson, Maynard, et al., 2000; Gross, Fredrickson, & Levenson, 1994; Levenson,
Ekman, & Friesen, 1990; Öhman, 2005), as well as narrowing of attention and behavior in
proscribed ways such as fight or flight (Fredrickson, 1998, 2001). Positive emotion can
serve to mitigate these effects by moderating cardiovascular responses to negative emotional
arousal (Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, 2000). Positive emotion following an
event not only serves an “undoing” effect on negative emotion, but further leads to a cascade
whereby autonomic activity is modulated, broadening the individual’s cognitive and
behavioral repertoire to include play, curiosity, and explorative positive emotions, leading to
healthy adaptation. This effect has been experimentally observed. Following the induction of
positive emotions, individuals have been shown to generate cognitions characterized as
Emotion. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 04.
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flexible, integrative, open to information, and efficient (Fredrickson, Tugade, Waugh, &
Larkin, 2003). In addition, the habitual experience of positive emotion is associated with a
broad coping style that leads to general healthy adaptation in response to both significant
and routine stressors (Fredrickson et al., 2003).
A number of studies have demonstrated that positive emotion is associated with healthy
outcomes in response to stressor exposure. Positive emotions have been shown to moderate
stress reactivity and aid in stress recovery in association with daily stressors (Ong,
Bergeman, Bisconti, & Wallace, 2006). Experiencing positive emotions has been shown to
aid in emotion regulation, accelerate recovery from cardiovascular activation caused by
negative emotional arousal, and lead to positive meaning-making in negative circumstances
(Tugade & Fredrickson, 2004). These studies suggest that positive emotion supports and
negative emotion hinders adaptation following a stressor, but it remains unclear whether the
ability to experience higher levels of positive emotion and dampen negative emotion
prospectively predicts healthy adaptation compared with maladaptive patterns of response,
as many of these findings hinge on the association between positive emotion and “trait
resilience” (Fredrickson et al., 2003; Ong et al., 2006; Tugade & Fredrickson, 2004; Tugade,
Fredrickson, & Feldman Barrett, 2004), which is one of many risk and resilience factors that
predict a resilient outcome following a PTE (Bonanno, Brewin, Kaniasty, & Greca, 2010).
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Whereas the majority of these studies typically study the relationship between trait resilience
and positive emotion in a cross-sectional design, an exception to cross-sectional research on
emotion and resilience is a study that examined emotion, as indexed by facial expressions in
response to an experimental task, in a cohort of college students who were attending a New
York City university during the September 11th attacks. Following this cohort
longitudinally, researchers found that the expression of positive emotion predicted
longitudinal patterns of adaptation (Papa & Bonanno, 2008). This longitudinal study found
that successful adaptation to the PTE was predicted by positive emotion, but the
experimental task was conducted following September 11th. Furthermore, these findings
demonstrated an effect for the group as a whole rather than for discrete patterns of
adaptation such as resilience and chronic distress. Generally, analyses that examine meanlevel outcomes are limited in their explanatory power when heterogeneity is present because
mean-level analyses treat everyone as if they are part of a single population, an assumption
that is typically inaccurate in the case of stress responses (Galatzer-Levy & Bonanno, 2012).
As such, it remains unclear whether levels of positive and negative emotions present prior to
exposure predict longitudinal patterns of response following exposure.
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In the current investigation, we examined whether patterns of adaptation among police
officers can be prospectively predicted by levels of positive and negative emotion assessed
during academy training prior to PTE. We hypothesized that higher levels of negative
emotion and lower levels of positive emotion during training would predict greater levels of
distress during the first 4 years of police service, and higher levels of positive emotion and
lower levels of negative emotion would predict resilience. Furthermore, although we
expected that levels of positive and negative emotion would be negatively correlated, we
predicted that each would independently account for patterns of response following
exposure to potentially traumatic and routine work stressors.

Method
Participants and Procedure
Officers from four urban police departments (New York City, San Francisco, Oakland, and
San Jose) were recruited during academy training. Trainees who had previously served in
the military, law enforcement, or other first-responder professions were excluded.
Emotion. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 04.
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Procedures were approved by the University of California, San Francisco, and New York
University Institutional Review Boards. Participants were assessed at baseline during
academy training, and at 12, 24, 36, and 48 months into active duty. Prior to the initial
assessment, study procedures were described in detail and written informed consent was
obtained. For a full description of recruitment procedures, see McCaslin et al. (2008).
This study used a subsample of officers who had data on symptomatic distress available on
at least three of five time points (n = 234) drawn from a larger cohort of police officers
followed longitudinally from academy training (N = 400). Over the five time points, 81
participants were missing data at no time points, 99 were missing data at one time point, and
54 were missing data at two time points. Participants were removed from the analysis if they
were missing more than two time points because this could potentially affect the estimation
of longitudinal classes. This sample was primarily male (86.8%), with a relatively high level
of education, with 9.4% completing only high school or receiving a GED, 30.3% completing
some college, 53.4% completing a bachelor’s degree, and 6.0% completing a master’s
degree. The sample was relatively young when they started police service (minimum age =
21 years, maximum age = 43 years, M = 27.42 years, SD = 4.78).
Measures
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Critical Incident History Questionnaire (CIHQ)—The CIHQ is a 39-item self-report
measure designed to assess exposure to PTSD Criterion A events typically encountered by
police officers in the line of duty (Weiss et al., 2010). Of the 39 items, 14 assessed exposure
to personally life-threatening events in the line of duty such as being shot at, attacked, or
being seriously injured in the line of duty. Total scores for both the 39 item responses and 14
item responses were computed for each time point and across time points. For the present
study, we used CIHQ scores covering the first 12, 24, 36, and 48 months of police service.
Work Environment Inventory (WEI)—The WEI is a 68-item measure of exposure to
routine occupational stressors that excludes duty-related PTEs (Liberman et al., 2002;
Maguen et al., 2009). Police-specific stressors (e.g., some safety issues, relations with the
court system) were worded in police-specific terms. Each item is posed as a statement (e.g.,
“I am under a lot of pressure to produce results”) that participants respond to on a disagreeto-agree Likert-type scale from −2 to +2. Items are balanced so that agreement implies
higher stress on 39 items and disagreement implies higher stress on 29 items. This measure
has been shown to be highly internally reliable (α = .92).
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Hopkins Symptom Checklist 90 —Revised (SCL-90-R)—The SCL-90-R is a 90item self-report symptom inventory that measures psychological symptoms and
psychological distress in terms of nine dimensions or indices (Derogatis & Melisaratos,
1983). The items from the indices were summed and averaged to form a Global Severity
Index (GSI), the Depression Index, and the Anxiety Index, which were the three indices
used in this analysis. Items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4
(extremely). The GSI, which measures general distress, consists of 29 items from multiple
scales of the SCL-90-R. The GSI has shown adequate internal consistency (α = .86) and
good 1-week test–retest reliability of .90 (Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983). The Depression
Index consists of six items and reflects symptoms of clinical depressive syndromes such as
dysphoric affect and mood, withdrawal from interests and activities, loss of energy, and
feelings of hopelessness and futility. This scale demonstrated adequate internal consistency
(α = .85) and adequate test–retest reliability (.84). The Anxiety Index includes a set of
symptoms typically associated with clinical features of anxiety including restlessness,
nervousness, and tension. This index also has demonstrated adequate internal consistency (α
= .81) and adequate test–retest reliability (.79).
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PTSD Checklist—Military Version (PCL–M)—Symptoms of PTSD were measured
using the PCL–M, which was modified to assess PTSD symptoms related to police service
rather than military service. The PCL–M is a 17-item self-report measure that maps onto the
17 symptoms of PTSD according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (4th ed., text revision; DSM–IV–TR; American Psychiatric Association, 2000).
Each item is measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = not at all true to 5 = extremely
true), with a score of 17 being the basal and 44 being the clinical cutoff indicating diagnostic
levels of PTSD symptom severity (Weathers, Litz, Herman, Huska, & Keane, 1993). Scores
are summed across the 17 items. Responses were for the past month. This measure
demonstrated interitem reliability at 12 months in this sample (α = .89).
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Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS)—Positive and negative emotions
were assessed during academy training using the PANAS (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen,
1988). Participants rated the extent to which they experienced 20 emotion items on a 5-point
Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely) over the past
year. The means of 10 items comprising the Positive Affect (PA) subscale (active, alert,
attentive, determined, enthusiastic, excited, inspired, interested, proud, strong) and 10 items
comprising the Negative Affect (NA) sub-scale (afraid, ashamed, distressed, guilty, hostile,
irritable, jittery, nervous, scared, upset) were calculated to indicate overall positive and
negative emotion levels, respectively. The two subscales have demonstrated quasiindependence (low correlations ranging from −.12 to −.23), high internal consistency (PA
ranging from α = .86 to .90; NA ranging from α = .84 to .87), and stability of 2 months
(Watson et al., 1988). In the current sample, these measures are correlated at .15, p < .01.
This indicates that although weakly related, the Positive and Negative Affect subscales are
largely independent emotion measures in the current sample.
Data Analysis
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Using Mplus 6.12, we employed latent class growth analysis (LCGA) to construct
trajectories of general distress over five time points, starting during academy training and
then every 12 months through the first 48 months of active duty police work using
maximum-likelihood estimation to estimate class parameters (Muthén & Muthén, 2006). In
this model, we compared both linear and quadratic parameters for the classes. We assessed
the best fitting model in terms of the number of latent classes and the best fitting parameters
(linear vs. linear and quadratic). This was done by assessing relative fit using the
information criteria and fit indices, including the Bayesian information criterion (BIC),
sample-size-adjusted BIC (SSBIC), Aikaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1987), Lo–
Mendell–Rubin likelihood test (LRT; Lo, Mendell, & Rubin, 2001), and the bootstrap
likelihood ratio test (BLRT), as well as parsimony and interpretability consistent with
recommendations from the literature (Nylund, Asparouhov, & Muthén, 2007). We also
attended to entropy values, which range from 0 to 1 and indicate the degree of separation
among the classes, where scores closer to 1 indicate better fit of the data into the prescribed
class structure (Duncan, Duncan, & Strycker, 2006). Based on recommendations from the
literature, we placed the heaviest weight on the BLRT and the BIC methods for assessing
relative model fit along with parsimony and interpretability (Nylund et al., 2007). After
finding the best fitting model free from covariates (unconditional model), we integrated
covariates into the model (conditional model). Because of the complexity involved in
estimating this type of model in relation to the relatively small sample size, we examined the
effects of key covariates prior to the examination of our primary variables of interest, PA
and NA scores. Variables that were found to be nonsignificant were not included in the final
analysis. Using this approach, we examined overall exposure to life-threatening events over
the 4 years of the study, work environment stress over the 4 years of the study, gender, age,
and level of education. All variables were assessed in a multinomial logistic regression
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nested in the LCGA (conditional model). Finally, as negative emotion is often associated
with symptoms of psychopathology, to better understand how the trajectories of general
distress relate to specific psychopathology, we examined mean-level differences between
individuals in the identified trajectories on levels of depression and anxiety at each time
point and posttraumatic stress at all time points (except for at academy training, as
posttraumatic stress levels were not assessed at that time point).

Results
Of the 234 participants, 67.5% reported being exposed to at least one personally lifethreatening event by 12 months, 83.8% by 24 months, 88.9% by 36 months, and 91.0% by
48 months. Using the CIHQ total, which includes DSM–IV–TR Criterion A events that are
life-threatening such as reporting being shot at and events that are non–life-threatening such
as exposure to dead or dismembered bodies, we found that 88.9% reported a DSM–IV–TR
Criterion A event by 12 months, 94.4% by 24 months, 95.7% by 36 months, and 97.0% by
48 months. Mean exposure to life-threatening events through 48 months was 11.58 incidents
(SD = 13.98).
Unconditional Model
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First, we identified a univariate single-class growth model without covariates to facilitate
model specification for the LCGA with fixed effects on the slope and quadratic parameters.
The slope was fixed to zero because of problems with model convergence when the slope
was freely estimated. Second, we compared progressive unconditional LCGA models (no
covariates), assessing relative fit with the BIC, SSBIC, AIC, LRT, and BLRT. The AIC,
BIC, and SSBIC continued to demonstrate improved model fit through five classes, and the
LRT consistently demonstrated nonsignificance between class solutions. However, for both
the linear only and linear + quadratic solution, the BLRT favored a four-class solution.
Furthermore, the four-class solution fit well with substantive theory concerning the course of
stress responses, and the addition of a fifth class served to split the resilient class into two
parallel classes that were substantively nondistinct. Therefore, based on the performance of
the BLRT, parsimony, and interpretability, we retained the four-class solution (see Table 1).
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This model demonstrated high posterior probability of correct class specification (entropy
= .95). The largest class, resilient (76.7%), was characterized by low distress scores and a
flat slope and quadratic term over all measurement points (EST/SEintercept = 1.82, p = .07;
EST/SEslope = 0.94, p = .35; EST/SEquadratic = −0.97, p = .33; see Figure 1). The second
largest class, reactive–worsening (15.8%), demonstrated consistent growth in distress that
slowed slightly over time characterized by a significant slope and quadratic function (EST/
SEintercept = −0.64, p = .53; EST/SEslope = 6.36, p < .001; EST/SEquadratic = −4.44, p < .001).
The third largest class, chronic distress–recovering (4.6%), was characterized by a sharp
increase to a peak at 24 months followed by a decrease in distress (EST/SEintercept = −7.49, p
< .001; EST/SEslope = 19.15, p < .001; EST/SEquadratic = −18.19, p < .001). The smallest
class, anticipatory distress–recovered (2.9%), demonstrated high initial distress during
academy training that showed slow but consistent abatement over the 4 years (EST/
SEintercept = 10.34, p < .001; EST/SEslope = −4.75, p < .001; EST/SEquadratic = −2.65, p < .
01). Because 3% of the sample did not report exposure, we tested the model to assess
whether we could identify the same trajectories with those individuals removed from the
analysis. The solution was reproduced with comparable percentages of membership in each
class and equivalent parameter estimates. As such, we continued to the conditional model
with the full sample.
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First, we assessed whether demographics (age, gender, level of education) predicted
trajectory membership. We regressed class membership on age and level of education as
continuous variables and gender as a dummy-coded variable in a multinomial logistic
regression nested in the LCGA model. None of these variables approached significance in
the analysis. As such, they were removed from the analysis. Next, class membership was
regressed on continuous levels of exposure to personally life threatening events at 12, 24,
36, and 48 months into active duty. This analysis precluded causal inferences as the
covariates did not predate the trajectories. However, this approach provides useful
information about differences between classes on levels of self-reported personal life-threat
exposure. No differences among the four classes on total level of exposure to personal life
threat across the four time points approached significance. Exposure variables were thus
removed from the model. Following the same procedure, we assessed routine occupational
stress in relation to the derived trajectories by regressing class membership on the WEI at
12, 24, 36, and 48 months into active duty. Once again, this analysis precluded causal
inferences and, once again, we did not find a relationship between the classes and the WEI
at each time point that approached significance.
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Prior to testing our covariates in the model, we explored their level of correlation with
baseline GSI assessed during academy training to determine their level of overlap. Positive
emotion scores were not shown to significantly correlate with baseline GSI (r = .05, p = .
45), whereas negative emotion scores were significantly correlated with baseline GSI (r = .
56, p = .001). This high level of correlation between baseline GSI levels with negative
emotion was a concern, as this may indicate that the measure of negative emotion is
measuring the same underlying latent construct as the GSI. This lack of independence would
preclude predictive modeling. However, as we have demonstrated that the GSI in this
sample clusters into discrete distributions rather than a single normal distribution, this
correlation may be uninformative as it is a measure of a linear association. As such, we
proceeded with an additional step in which we examined the correlation between negative
emotion and GSI at baseline within each class. GSI did not approach significance in
correlation with PANAS negative emotion when examined within class, with the exception
of the resilient class (r = .40, p < .001). This indicates that negative emotion is not simply a
proxy for GSI but that negative emotion is associated with GSI only among individuals in a
normal range of functioning. Next, to assess whether class was predicted by reported levels
of positive and negative emotion during academy training, we regressed class membership
on PANAS scores in a multinomial logistic regression. One case was removed because of
missing data on the covariates. The addition of positive and negative emotion scores during
training as covariates did not significantly alter the trajectory model but slightly altered the
percentages of class membership (resilient = 72.0%; anticipatory distress–recovered = 3.5%;
chronic distress–recovering = 4.8%; reactive-worsening = 19.7%). Compared with the
resilient class, each of the other three classes demonstrated significantly or marginally
significantly higher levels of self-reported negative emotion during academy training
(anticipatory distress–recovered: EST/SE = 1.81, p < .07; chronic distress–recovering: EST/
SE = 3.54, p < .001; reactive–worsening: EST/SE = 3.51, p < .001), but did not display
significantly different levels of self-reported negative emotion when compared with each
other. In terms of positive emotion, the reactive–worsening class demonstrated significantly
lower levels of self-reported positive emotion during academy training compared with the
resilient class (EST/SE = −2.44, p < .05), whereas all other classes demonstrated
nonsignificant differences on self-reported positive emotion compared with the resilient
class as well as to the other classes (see Table 2 for all class comparisons on covariates).
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Next, as negative emotion and affect are associated with psychopathology (Watson et al.,
1988), we assessed whether the negative emotion findings were driven by baseline levels of
psychopathology in the modeled classes. To do this, we examined mean levels of both
depression and anxiety as measured with the corresponding SCL-90-R index. With the
exception of the anticipatory distress–recovered class, none of the modeled classes were
within range of the clinical cutoff of 1 (Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983) on either index (see
Table 3). We further assessed PTSD symptom severity by class to better understand how
these classes relate to emergent posttraumatic stress pathology. By conducting a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA), we found that the classes differed significantly on levels of
PTSD symptomatology at 12 months, F(3, 215) = 39.35, p < .001, at 24 months, F(3, 216) =
62.02, p < .001, at 36 months, F(3, 200) = 15.82, p < .001, and at 48 months, F(3, 137) =
9.16, p < .001. Post hoc tests using least squared difference demonstrated a large number of
significant differences indicating that groups varied significantly from each other with
regard to PTSD symptom severity (see Table 4). Of note, the resilient class consistently
demonstrated near basal levels of PTSD symptom severity and consistently demonstrated
significantly lower PTSD symptom severity compared with all other classes at 12 and 24
months, but demonstrated nonsignificant differences at 36 months compared with the
anticipatory distress–recovered class and demonstrated nonsignificant differences at 48
months compared with the anticipatory distress–recovered and the chronic distress–
recovering classes.
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In the current investigation, we explored the hypothesis that police officers, a group
experiencing frequent personally life-threatening events and high levels of routine work
stress, would conform to prototypical patterns of stress response (Bonanno, 2004) across the
first 4 years of active duty. We found that by modeling trajectories from academy training
(prior to active duty) through 4 years of active duty, officers closely conformed to these
patterns, with the modal response being resilience characterized by a trajectory of
consistently low stress from academy training through 48 months. We also found a chronic
distress–recovering class, characterized by distress in the first 2 years of police service
followed by full recovery to pre-exposure levels by 48 months. A class characterized by
higher levels of anticipatory stress observed during academy training prior to active duty
that decreased significantly following initiation of active duty was also replicated.
Interestingly, similar trajectories have been observed in response to discrete stressors,
whereas the current study followed a cohort exposed to repeated PTEs and routine work
stressors. This may indicate that these patterns characterize adaptation to significant
stressors regardless of whether they are discrete or chronic. Finally, we observed a class of
officers who displayed increasing chronic stress. Whereas in civilians this class typically is
characterized by an increase following a discrete stressor that then levels off, in a repeatedly
exposed sample of police officers, we observed a pattern characterized by consistently
increasing distress to 36 months before returning to baseline levels by 48 months. The
observed trajectory patterns are consistent with those of PTSD symptom severity that we
uncovered in officers following their first exposure to a PTE (Galatzer-Levy, Madan, et al.,
2011); however, the proportions of individuals in the high-stress trajectories are greater in
this instance. The one distinction is that we did not observe an anticipatory stress pattern
because we did not measure PTSD symptom severity prior to exposure. This may indicate
that PTSD symptom severity captures a similar phenomenon.
Next, we explored whether age, gender, level of education, exposure to PTEs, and work
stressors predicted the trajectories. We further explored our primary hypothesis that higher
levels of positive emotion and lower levels of negative emotion during academy training
prior to exposure to PTEs and routine work environment stressors would lead to a resilient
Emotion. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 04.
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trajectory as demonstrated by differentiating the resilient class from other classes. First, we
found that the demographics did not predict the trajectories. Although demographics have
been shown to predict outcomes such as posttraumatic stress following a PTE (Brewin,
Andrews, & Valentine, 2000), this sample did not have much variability in the
demographics, especially in gender and level of education. Furthermore, although age
demonstrated a normal distribution, the range was quite limited. This may help explain why
these characteristics were not predictive in this instance.
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Next, we found that the number of exposures to PTEs and reported levels of work stress did
not differentiate classes. This finding is intriguing considering relatively consistent evidence
for a “dose–response” relationship between levels of repeated exposure and aversive
outcomes such as PTSD (Johnson & Thompson, 2008). However, many of these studies
were conducted in the context of repeated exposure among refugees and soldiers who may
not have access to the same daily resources and support to which police officers have access.
Furthermore, dose–response findings typically examine a linear relationship between
exposure and outcomes. However, as this study and many others show, outcomes following
exposure do not follow a linear pattern; rather, outcomes are heterogeneous. As such, dose–
response findings may be inaccurate as they test for a linear relationship under faulty
assumptions about the nature of the outcome variable. A recent prospective study of
heterogeneous trajectories among American soldiers deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan
(single deployers, n = 3,393; multiple deployers, n = 4,394) found higher rates of resilience
among the multiple deployers and higher rates of worsening chronic posttraumatic stress
among single deployers (Bonanno et al., 2012). These findings and those presented in this
study suggest that a more nuanced causal relationship may exist between exposure and
distress outcomes.
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Our hypothesis was only partially confirmed. We found that the resilient class demonstrated
lower levels of negative emotion during training compared with the other classes. However,
positive emotion predicted differences only between the resilient class and the reactive–
worsening class, where the latter class demonstrated significantly less positive emotion
during academy training. The two other classes demonstrated statistically equivalent levels
of positive emotion when compared with the resilient class. This would indicate that
whereas higher levels of negative emotion prospectively predicted multiple classes of higher
distress outcomes compared with resilience, positive emotion distinguished only between
the resilient class and those whose symptoms progressively worsened over time (reactive–
worsening). The relative deficit in positive emotion in the reactive–worsening class provides
some evidence that positive emotion may in fact serve an “undoing” or counterregulatory
function, buffering against the emergence of stressor-related negative emotion, consistent
with Fredrickson’s (1998, 2001) theory that positive emotion leads to healthy coping
(Fredrickson et al., 2003). In contrast, experiencing lower levels of negative emotion prior to
exposure distinguished a resilient outcome compared with all three symptomatic classes.
Several limitations must be acknowledged. A significant limitation is the use of self-reported
emotion. The current investigation relied on the PANAS, in which individuals report their
emotional experiences over a relatively long period of time. Significant discrepancies have
been observed between self-reports of emotions individuals are currently experiencing and
those they are not currently experiencing. This discrepancy is thought to be due to the
distinction between emotions, which are episodic, experiential, and contextual, and beliefs
about emotions, which are conceptual, semantic, and decontextualized (Robinson & Clore,
2002). As such, the current findings may better reflect participants’ beliefs about their
emotional experience over the past year rather than accurate emotional experiences. Future
studies should use data based on more empirical measures of emotion such as recorded
facial expressions in response to an experimental paradigm. Furthermore, we did not
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examine specific emotions but rather broad categories of positive and negative emotion. In
addition, the sample is specialized and may not generalize to all chronically stressed
populations. Finally, patterns of general distress may not equate directly to specific stressrelated psychopathology such as depression or PTSD.
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Despite these limitations, the findings build on previous research and theory by providing
evidence that positive and negative emotionality present prior to PTE exposure provide the
groundwork for both healthy and maladaptive patterns of response to stress. Previous studies
either have relied on relating emotionality to resilience as a trait (Fredrickson et al., 2003;
Ong et al., 2006) or have related emotionality following the event to adaptation (Papa &
Bonanno, 2008). Here, we provide evidence that variability in positive and negative emotion
prior to exposure to significant stressors prospectively predicts patterns of adaptation
following exposure. Most notably, higher levels of reported positive emotion prospectively
predicted resilience, whereas lower levels predicted the development of chronic, worsening,
and unabating distress. These two classes, resilient and reactive–worsening, were nondistinct
in their levels of distress during academy training and were not differentiated by their level
of exposure or work stress. The finding that higher levels of self-reported positive emotion
prospectively predict distinct patterns of response prior to exposure provides some
confirmation that positive emotion serves to promote resilience. Furthermore, the
identification of prospective predictors, both positive and negative self-reported emotion,
may provide information about individuals at the greatest risk for maladaptive stress
responses, which can inform policy decisions concerning fitness for active duty, or may lead
to better early identification of individuals in need of mental health services.
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Figure 1.

Four-class unconditional model of general distress (n = 234). Scores on the y-axis indicate
estimated marginal means on the Symptom Checklist–90 General Symptom Index.
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3.54**

−2.44*

3.51**

Positive

Negative

1.81+

−0.46

Anticipatory distress–recovered

−1.33

0.42

Reactive–worsening vs.
chronic distress–
recovering

Class

0.65

0.34

Anticipatory distress–recovered

−0.05

0.04

Chronic distress–recovering
vs. anticipatory distress–
recovered

p < .01.

p < .05.

p = .07.

**

*

+

Note. Positive = mean reported positive emotion levels on the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule; Negative = Mean reported negative emotion on the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule. Estimates/
standard errors of the estimate are reported.

−0.72

Reactive–worsening

Emotion

Resilient vs. chronic
distress–recovering

Multinomial Logistic Regression for Predictors of Class Membership (n = 233)
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Note. Anxiety = Anxiety Index of the Symptom Checklist–90 —Revised; Depression = Depression Index of the Symptom Checklist–90 —Revised.
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2.29
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2.91

SD

26.87
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11.83
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2.87
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7.11

SD
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Note. PTSD scores reflect mean-level scores by class on the PTSD Checklist—Military Version.

Mean

Time point

Resilient

Comparison Between Classes on Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) Symptom Severity

1 < 2; 2 > 4

1 < 2,3

1 < 2,3,4; 2 < 3,4; 3 > 4

1 < 2,3,4; 2 < 3,4; 3 > 4

Post hoc
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